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ABSTRACT

The heat pipe code LERCHP has been revised, corrected, and extended. New features include provisions

for pipes with curvature and bends in "G" fields. Heat pipe limits are examined in detail and limit envelopes are

shown for some sodium and lithium-filled heat pipes. Refluxing heat pipes and gas-loaded or variable conductance

heat pipes were not considered.

INTRODUCTION

The Lewis Research Center developed and reported on a heat pipe code designated as LERCHP (ref. I J. This

code has been used as an aid in the preliminary design of space power systems and space radiators.

Subsequent to the release of the documentation on this code, it has been considerably altered to introduce new

features and to correct previous errors and shortcomings. The new material, although developed for use in

preliminary design studies of heat pipes for high temperature Stirling power converters, should be of general

interest. The present publication describes the new features available in the revised code and reviews the previously

reported features.

DISCUSSION

Some Features of the Code

Although the code retains the features of the earlier version, a detailed discussion of them is included herein in

the interest of completeness. Reference 1 can be readily consulted for further information. Among the new features

is the ability to consider curved and moderately bent heat pipes in a "G" field. Also, heat input from heaters at

specified temperatures radiating or convecting to evaporators is considered. At present the code is constructed for

use on a PC-compatible machine with DOS capability and requires coupling to a dedicated printer for output of data.

The language of the source code is Microsoft FORTRAN 4.1, a version of FORTRAN 77.

Physical Units--The units used for input and output are exclusively SI. So many possibilities exist that if other

choices are made, any compromise in favor of other units would be certain to inconvenience some users. The code

internally employs calories in some of the stored thermochemical data for alkali metals to avoid possible error in

converting to SI units.

Vapor flow algorithm--The code employs a vapor flow algorithm based on the incompressible equations

derived by Busse (ref. 2). Reference 3 describes how Busse's incompressible equations were rederived to account for

compressibility. Density was treated as a variable in the equations for momentum and mass conservation. With the

introduction of an energy integral relating the heat pipe thermal boundary conditions with the energy transported by

the flowing vapor, three ordinary differential equations in pressure, mean vapor temperature, and the velocity profile

factor introduced by Busse were obtained. These can be solved to relate heat flux to heat pipe temperatures for a

variety of cases. The availability of these differential equations enables a smooth numerical integration through the

heat pipe without the stepwise incompressible increments necessitated in some other codes (ref. 4_. For the alkali

" Distinguished Research Associate at Glenn Research Center.
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metal working fluids, with the exception of cesium, chemical equilibrium between monatomic and diatomic species
is considered in the flow equations.

The use of the mean vapor temperature as a variable accounts for the subcooling which occurs in the core of
the pipe as the vapor expands from its source at the wall vapor-liquid interface. This phenomenon has been consid-

ered for heat pipes in an analytical study (ref. 5) but is not generally incorporated in simple heat pipe codes. Rather,
the usual practice has been to relate vapor temperature and pressure by assuming liquid-vapor equilibrium. Conceiv-
ably, the neglect of subcooling can affect the prediction of conditions wherein choke is encountered at the end of

evaporator or adiabatic sections of the heat pipe. Decoupling of the mean vapor temperature from the local vapor
pressure in the evaporator and adiabatic section may lead to a more justifiable, and possibly more realistic, repre-
sentation of the vapor flow in these sections, especially at high subsonic Mach numbers. In this regard, a sonic limit
is not computed during the execution of the present code, as is often done (ref. 4) by means of the Busse

(ref. 6) or Levy (ref. 7) sonic limit equations. These equations, relating heat flux to evaporator upstream pressure
and density, idealize the vapor flow, do not account for the effect of evaporator friction, and require simplified treat-
ment of adiabatic section friction. Admittedly, the Busse sonic limit expression gives surprisingly good agreement
with results of the LERCHP code described here despite these shortcomings.

Also not considered in some other codes are the complexities due to the possible existence of chemical equi-
libria in the vapor phase if alkali metals are employed. If these equilibria are attained, the equations in these codes
may provide poorer approximations to a choking condition. With the Lewis code, the conditions of heat flux and

temperature leading to the choking of a pipe of specified dimensions are identified more precisely within the
assumption of local chemical equilibrium between monatomic and diatomic species with a little iterative effort.

Thermal Boundary Conditions---For the purpose of assigning thermal boundary conditions, the code has been
designed to be flexible with respect to number and arrangement of the component parts (evaporator, condenser,
adiabatic section). Two options for thermal boundary conditions are available: ( 1) heat input or removal at specified
rates, and (2) specified environment temperature with heat transfer coefficients between pipe and environment
provided by the user. Option 2 can handle heat transfer to or from a source or sink by radiation and/or convection. If
more than one heat input section is present sequentially in a pipe, each can be assigned independently to option (1)
or (2). An adiabatic section is represented by option 1 with no heat transfer. Up to 20 sections with different thermal
conditions can be considered although most pipes contain only an evaporator, adiabatic section, and condenser. The
required thermal data can be entered as a single value for an entire section. Alternatively, input data that vary with

distance along a section are entered at numerous positions. At code execution, the data are interpolated smoothly
within a section by cubic spline fits. Thermal discontinuities are accommodated by creating a new section as

required. The algorithms to implement the spline interpolation algorithms were adapted from reference 8.
Appendix A presents a figure illustrating the subdivision of the pipe into thermal sections.

Operation in "G" Field--The liquid in a pipe operating in a "G" field is subjected to body forces that may
either aid or hinder the return of the liquid from the condenser to the evaporator. For operation in "G" fields, the
possibility of bends and curvature out of the plane of the gravitational horizon, leading to variation in hydrostatic
head along the pipe, has been considered. Alternatively, the pipe may be straight but inclined to horizontal. Varying
curvature may be specified along the pipe for up to twenty sections of the pipe. Again, cubic spline fits are used to
interpolate this curvature and orientation data. Appendix A also presents figures and description of the data required

for orientation and curvature specification. Operation of the pipe in the reflux position (evaporator lower than
condenser) has not been considered at this time.

Input and Output of the Code

Data entry and retrieval--Appendix B contains a list of symbols used in input and output. Appendix C
contains examples of data entry for the present DOS version of the code, displaying features of the code. In
Appendix D the data outputs for these examples are displayed.

In the present DOS version of the code, data entry is by means of an interactive subroutine in which the user is

asked to indicate the options to be used and to type in the values desired, or to change default values provided. At
the completion of data input, a summary is printed out.
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Twomodesofdataoutputareavailable.Theusermayobtainaprintoutoftheprincipallocalvariablessuchas
liquidandvaporpressure,temperatures,andaxialheatfluxforachosennumberoflocationsuniformlyspacedalong
thepipe.Atthesametime,thesedataarealsoprintedforendsandbeginningsof sectionsproperlyinterspersedwith
theuniformlyspaceddata.

In addition,adatasummaryis printedshowingmainlytheheattransport,pipesurfacetemperatureatthe
upstreamendof theevaporatorandthedownstreamendof thecondenser,locationof thewetpoint,andthe
meniscuspressuredifference.Whilethisinformationisalwaysproduced,thedataprintoutatstationsalongthepipe
maybeomitted.Retrievalofdatawillbeillustratedbysomeexamples.

SolutionoftheFlowEquations

Vapor flow--In references 1 and 3 the three ordinary differential equations pertaining to pressure, mean
temperature, and velocity profile factor are derived. In Appendix E, herein, the derivation is amended by
incorporating a derivation of the flow equations for the condition of turbulence in the condenser. The fourth-order
Runge-Kutta algorithm recommended by White (ref. 9) is employed in the solution of the differential equations. The
user chooses the maximum step size by specifying the initial number of steps to be employed in the solution with a
default value of 100. As the computation progresses through the pipe, the step size is halved if the pressure drop

between successive steps exceeds about 3 percent. If subsequent pressure recovery exceeds 1 percent per step, the
step size is doubled. Also, as the end of a section is approached, the step size is adjusted so that it coincides with the
section end. The optimum step size was not systematically investigated. However, when as many as 200 steps were
tried, the results were not necessarily improved.

In the evaporator and adiabatic section, the set of three equations in pressure, temperature, and velocity profile
factor are solved in straightforward fashion. The condenser section requires additional consideration. There is no
apparent way to perform a mathematical "unmixing" of the vapor stream as it is diminished by condensation. The

mean vapor temperature computed by the algorithm used in the evaporator and adiabatic section becomes uncoupled
from the boundary conditions, leading to an impossible increase in vapor temperature.

An additional complication in the condenser is the possible onset of turbulence caused by mass removal.
Laminar flow is assured in the evaporator because of mass injection (ref. 10), and probably persists in the adiabatic
section. The axial rate of development of turbulence in the condenser is unknown.

Another factor possibly affecting the vapor flow is the nucleation of liquid droplets due to the subcooling of

the vapor core. While this phenomenon is a possibility in all sections, the greater time of flight available in the
condenser makes it much more likely there. This effect apparently has not been considered in any heat pipe code,

including the present one.

Because of these uncertain conditions in the condenser, the user of the present code may choose one of two

approaches at the time of data entry. Careful consideration of experimental data may then indicate which approach is
most representative of the actual situation. In the first of these, the default computation, use is made of the Kemme
approximation for recovery of the inertial pressure, as employed in reference 4. The development of turbulence in
the condenser is considered. For these reasons, flat front flow equations were employed in a part of the condenser. A

more elegant treatment of the condenser flow awaits better experimental definition of processes in the condenser.
These issues are discussed in Appendix E.

In the second approach, the laminar flow equations presented in reference 1 are used in their entirety for the
condenser as well as the preceding sections, except as follows: At the point where the mean vapor temperature
becomes equal to the temperature at the vapor-liquid interface (the saturation temperature), the latter is employed
instead. The Busse velocity profile factor computed in this case indicates a strong recirculation near the condenser
downstream end.

Liquid flow--The Darcy equation (ref. 11) is used to compute the liquid pressure drop between the condenser
end and the evaporator upstream end. The liquid pressure profile is adjusted after convergence of the vapor flow
integration through the pipe with satisfaction of thermal boundary conditions. The liquid pressure must approximate
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the vapor pressure at one point (the wet point), or perhaps two in a refluxing pipe. Commonly, the wet point is
located at the condenser downstream end.

Pipe Construction

Material properties--The code contains data for these fluids: the alkali metals (sodium, potassium, lithium,

and cesium), water, ammonia, methanol, mercury, Dowtherm A, acetone, benzene, Freon-11, n-heptane, silver,

toluene, and m-xylene. For the alkali metals except cesium, the presence of both monomer and dimer vapor species

(monatomic and diatomic) is considered. Thermodynamic data from reference 12, stored in the program as arrays,

enable the varying chemical equilibrium between the two species to be considered along the pipe, assuming ideal

gas behavior of the individual species. From the tabulated information the composition, heat of vaporization,

equilibrium speed of sound, and other required data are obtained.

The user may select the following substances as construction materials for the heat pipe wall: aluminum,

beryllium, copper, Inconel, iron, molybdenum, nickel, niobium-l% zirconium, 304 stainless steel, tantalum,

titanium, and tungsten. For materials not on this list, known thermal conductivities can be entered by the user.

However, axial temperature variation will not then be accounted for.

Thermophysical and thermodynamic properties of the construction materials except for the alkali metals as

noted above, were taken from references 11 and 12, and 13 through 16, and stored as polynomials in the program.

Wick Options--The wick options are: (1) user input, (2) screen wick, (3) screen wick with arteries,

(4) sintered metal wick, and (5) sintered metal wick with arteries. Appendix F illustrates these options and lists the

input data which are required.

How the Code Works

Appendix G contains a somewhat detailed description of how the code proceeds to achieve a solution after the

input data on working fluid and pipe specifications are provided.

Limit Envelope--As examples, limit envelopes were generated for heat pipes. These envelopes illustrate the

regions of heat input and evaporator upstream vapor temperature within which a series of heat pipes of the chosen

classes can be expected to operate. A series of pipes with identical evaporator and adiabatic sections was considered,

with finned condensers whose lengths were increased in generating the envelope. These examples have been chosen

to illustrate the use of the code in constructing an envelope, and do not represent an attempt to design a heat pipe for

an actual application.

In the first example, sodium was taken as the working fluid, with stainless steel being used for wicking and

containment material. Figure la shows the envelope which was generated for a series of pipes identical except for

condenser length. In Appendix H the details of the pipes assumed for development of the limit envelope is dis-

cussed. In all cases, both the evaporator and adiabatic sections were 0.2 m in length. For each pipe, heat input Q was

increased in steps to generate a line of Q against TI(0), the vapor temperature at the upstream end of the evaporator.

For example, consider the line for the pipe of total length 0.6 m. Below the lower heat pipe limit, the viscous limit is

encountered and no solution exists. The upper limit for this pipe is the boiling limit (the radius for nucleation was

adjusted arbitrarily to assure the presence of a boiling limit line on the figure.) By increasing the condenser length in

increments of 0.05 m for succeeding pipes, a series of lines was generated for which lower and upper heat pipe

limits were encountered. While figure la shows only a few of these lines, the developed limit envelope is drawn.

The approximate regions in which each of the limits is encountered (viscous, capillary, and boiling) is also shown.

Figure lb is a limit envelope for a series of lithium-filled tungsten pipes with tungsten wicking. All dimensions of

construction were the same as those assumed for the sodium-filled pipe. While the scale of the envelope for lithium

is much larger than for sodium, the plots are very similar.
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Forboththesodiumandlithiumexamples,thetilt was-3° (evaporatorabovecondenser),andtheminimum
nucleationradiuswas6×10-6m.

AnexampleinAppendixHalsocomparesthesonicandviscouslimitsfoundbytheLERCHPcodewiththe
limitsgivenbythesimplifiedequationsof Busse(ref.6).TheBusserelationsarewidelyemployedinpredicting
performanceofheatpipedesignsandarecomputedanddisplayedintheexecutionofsomeheatpipecodes(ref.4).

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Thecode,asreportedherein,is anongoingeffort.Thenumberof possiblecombinationsof boundary
conditionsandmaterialsis verylarge.It hasbeenpossibletotestthoroughlyonlyafewof thesecombinations.
Nodoubttheusermayfindmanycaseswherethecodewill fail.A primarygoalofthiscodingefforthasbeento
avoidareturntotheoperatingsystemwithanerrormessage.If examinationofthedataenteredshowsthatnoinput
errorhasbeenmade,theproblemmaybeapreviouslyundetectedprogrammingerror.
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APPENDIXA
PIPESUBDIVISIONSANDGEOMETRY

ThermalSections

Figure2showsaconventionalheatpipesubdividedintoevaporator,adiabaticsection,anotherevaporator,
andcondenser.ThispipehasbeendividedintoNSsections,NS= 4.ThesearenumberedIS= 1to4.Thethermal
boundaryconditionforeachsectionisspecifiedbyLD(IS)= 1orLD(IS)=2.LD(ISI= 1indicatesheatinputwill
bespecified.Environmenttemperaturesareprovidedif LD(IS)=2.Adiabaticsectionsaredenotedbythecondition
LD(IS)= 1withnoheatinput.Theinputmaybegivenasuniformfortheentiresection.Alternatively,theheat
inputorremovalcanvarysmoothlyoverthesectionandisspecifiedasheatinputoroutputperunitlengthforupto
21stationspersection,interpolatedbysplinefit. If varyingboundaryconditionsinsteadof heatinputaretobe
specifiedoverasection,thevaryingheattransfercoefficients(radiantand/orconvective)andspecificareas(m2/mt,
andpossiblyenvironmenttemperaturesarerequired.Thesemayalsobespecifiedforupto21stationspersection.If
adiscontinuityinanyof thesevariableswithinasectionpreventsagoodsplinefit, newsectionscanbecreated
withinwhichthevariablesandtheirfirstderivativesareindeedcontinuous.

Section

Heat
Flow

Data
point

2

3 4
1

2345
2 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure2.--Pipethermalsubdivisions.

"G"FieldOrientationSections

If thepipeisina"G"field,theuserofthecodeestablishesareferenceplaneof gravitationalequipotential
(a"horizon")fromwhichtowork.Thisplaneispassedthroughthemidpointoftheinsideoftheevaporatorendcap.
If thepipeisstraight,theuserofthecodespecifiesonlytheanglewithrespecttothehorizon.If thepipeiscurved,
varyingcurvatureisspecifiedwithrespecttothehorizontalplaneforasequenceoflocationsalongtheaxis.If afew
moderatebendsarealsopresent,thelocationsofthesebendsandtheiranglescanbespecifiedalongthepipeforone
totwentysectionsof thepipe.Thetotalnumberof sectionsisdesignatedwithNSBandindividualsectionnumber
withISB.Thesesectionsaresimilartothefamiliarevaporator,adiabatic,condensersections+but not necessarily
coincident therewith. Bends between sections may be sharp but are required to be small since no account is made at

present of liquid and vapor pressure losses due to disturbance of the flow at such points. In the HITE option, the user
specifies the vertical distance from the horizon to the pipe centerline, HITE, for a number of locations along the
centerline. In this option, the angles of the pipe axis at the beginning and end of each section are required as
boundary conditions for the spline fit. However, if the vertical distance is specified for more than three locations in
the first or last section of the pipe, no pipe axis angles are specified for the beginning or end of the pipe. In this case,
natural boundary conditions (ref. 8) are assumed for the pipe beginning or end. Alternatively, in the BETA option

the angle of the pipe with respect to the horizon, BETA, may be specified at a number of locations.

Figure 3a shows a pipe of two curved sections separated by a bend with vertical distances from the pipe axis
to the horizon specified, together with the angles at the beginning and end of sections required as boundary condi-
tions in the cubic spline fit. As the other option, figure 3b shows the same pipe with local angles specified at several
locations. All distances and angles are to be measured from the pipe centerline. In both figures 3a and 3b the pipe
centerline coordinate is also shown (the z coordinate of the code), and can be out of the plane of the paper. The

z coordinate is understood to be the actual scalar distance along the pipe axis. When the code is run, the distance

from the pipe centerline to the top and bottom of the vapor space is accounted for in computing the hydraulic head at
each axial or z location. The sample case provided in this report illustrates the HITE option.
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Figure 3b.--"G" field orientation using angle with respect to horizon.

The specification of the vertical distance below the horizon at a number of locations along the pipe rather

than the local angles with respect to the horizon plane gives essentially the same result. This may be verified by first

running a case in which the angles are provided (the BETA option), and obtaining HITE as an output for a number

of locations. These values of HITE, used as input in the HITE option, will provide insignificantly different

performance.

Also, when the HITE option is used, the values of HITE retrieved at the locations for which data was input

may differ very slightly from the input values. When the spline fit subroutine is used to interpolate HITE, it

computes also the first derivative thereof. This is conveniently used in the integration subroutine RUNGE to obtain

the hydrostatic head and to reconstruct HITE.

If a straight pipe is inclined in a "G" field, only the angle of inclination is required by the code.
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Data Print Locations

If the printout of data along the pipe is desired, up to 100 uniformly spaced locations may be specified. In
addition, data will be printed at the beginning and end of each section whether or not it is at one of the uniformly
spaced print locations. If a print location is between two steps of the Runge-Kutta solution, linear interpolation is

employed for the printed-out variables.
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A

AK

AV

BETA

DCRITE

DELTCR

DWBR

DI

DO

DQDZ

HC

HITE

KE

MACHM

NA

P

PE

PLBOT

PLTOP

PORE

Q

QSEC

RADK

RCM

RN

RSS

APPENDIX B

SYMBOLS USED IN INPUT AND OUTPUT

Busse velocity profile parameter

product of wick cross section area and permeability, m 4

cross section area of vapor passage, m 2

angle between gravitational horizon and pipe centerline, degrees

entrainment critical dimension, m

temperature drop through evaporator wick to initiate boiling, K

critical dimension in the Weber equation for entrainment, m

inner diameter of pipe wall, m

outer diameter of pipe wall, m

radial heat rate into or out of pipe per unit length, W/m

heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K

vertical distance from gravitational horizon to pipe centerline, m

effective thermal conductivity of saturated wick, W/mK

mean Mach number at axial position Z computed using mean velocity VM. with sound speed

computed from mean temperature TM

number of arteries

pressure in the vapor at axial position Z, N/m 2

perimeter of vapor passage cross section, m

liquid pressure at bottom of wick at position Z, N/m-"

liquid pressure at top of wick at position Z, N/m 2

porosity of wick, volume of void in wick per wick volume

axial vapor heat transport at axial position Z, W

total radial heat input to an evaporator section of pipe, W

product of emissivity and configuration factor

effective minimum capillary radius in the wick, m

minimum nucleation radius, m

radius of particles in sintered wick, m
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SA

TBOIL

TENV

TM

TWI

TIZ

T2Z

T3Z

T4Z

VM

Z

specificarea,m2/m

temperaturedropthroughevaporatorwick,whichwillresultin
boilingif DELTCRisexceeded,K

environmenttemperatureortemperatureofheatersurface,K

meantemperatureataxialpositionZ,K

wickthickness,m

vaportemperatureatvapor-liquidinterfaceataxialpositionZ,K

liquidtemperatureatvapor-liquidinterfaceataxialpositionZ,K

innersurfacetemperatureofpipeataxialpositionZ,K

outersurfacetemperatureofpipesurfaceataxialpositionZ,K

meanvaporvelocityataxialpositionZ,m/s

axialdistancefrombeginningofpipeorreferencecoordinatemeasuredalongthecemerline,m
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APPENDIXC
EXAMPLEOFDATAINPUT

Asanexampleofdatainputin thisDOSversionofthecode,thefollowingcasehasbeenchosen.A curved
andbentheatpipesimilartothatshownin figures3aand3bisoperatedina"G"field.Thepipeis heatedby
radiationfromaheateratauniformtemperature,hasanadiabaticsection,andrejectsheatto anenvironmentat
uniformtemperature.Thedataprovidedarethoserequiredbyheatpipewickoption1,userdefinable,asdescribed
inAppendixF.Dimensionsofthepipeareasfollows:

Outsidediameter
Insidediameter
Lengthofevaporator
Lengthofadiabaticsection
Lengthofcondenser
Permeability-areaproduct
Vaporperimeter
Porosity
Thermalconductivityofwick
Vaporcrosssectionalarea
Capillaryradius
Entrainmentdimension
Nucleationradius
Numberofarteries

0.0191m
0.0175m
0.2m
0.2m
1.0m
3.931x10-14m4
0.04346m
0.6107
44W/mK
1.503x104m-"
3.683x10-5m
3.683x105m
lxlO-_m
0

Thegravityfieldhasastrengthof 1"G".Thepipehasasinglebendat0.6m.Orientationinthefieldisby
specificationoftheverticaldistancesfromthegravityequipotentialplanetothepipecenterlineatselecteddistances
alongthecenterline.Beforethebend,theseareasfollows:

Distancez,m HeightHITE,m
0.0 0.0
.2 -.005235
.4 -.013959
.6 -.026581

Noangleis specifiedfor thepipecenterlinewithrespectto thehorizonat thepipebeginningbecausemore
thanthreedatapointsareemployed.However,at theendof thesection,atthediscontinuousbend,theangle
is-4 degrees.

Atthestartofthesectionbeyondthebendthisangleis-3 degrees.Thedistanceversus height data are as

follows:

Distance z, m Height HITE, m

0.6 -.026581

.8 -.035946

1.0 -.044122

1.2 -.050018

1.4 -.054160

No angle is specified for the pipe centerline at the pipe end because more than three data points are again used.
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The following thermal input data were found by trial to cause this pipe to operate close to choke at the end of

the adiabatic section:

Section SA,mZ/m RADK HC,W/mZK QSEC,W TENV, K

1 0.06 0.8 0 ..... 1680

2 ............... 0 ....

3 .15 .8 0 ..... 273

The data entry for this example, as it appears on the screen, follows.

The data printout is shown in Appendix D.

LERCHP

LEWIS HEAT PIPE CODE, NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER

TO CONSIDER LAMINAR FLOW IN LAST CONDENSER, TYPE "Y"

TURBULENCE CONSIDERED IN LAST CONDENSER

IF THIS IS NOT THE FIRST RUN AND ALL PREVIOUSLY ENTERED DATA ARE USED EXCEPT

NEW THERMAL DATA, TYPE "Y"

BEGIN INPUT OF HEAT PIPE GEOMETRY

IS THE PIPE IN A "G" FIELD? TYPE "Y"

Y

FOLLOWING INPUT IS FOR PIPES IN "G" FIELDS

IF EVAPORATOR BELOW CONDENSER BEWARE! CODE NOT YET FOR THERMOSYPHONS.

"G" FIELD STRENGTH,MULTIPLE OF "G"

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

1

.00000000

IS HEAT PIPE STRAIGHT? TYPE "Y"

CURVED OR BENT PIPE IN "G" FIELD.

IF HEIGHT WITH RESPECT TO HORIZON GIVEN INSTEAD OF ANGLE,TYPE "Y"

Y

GIVE VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZONTAL PLANE TO PIPE AXIS.

IF EVAPORATOR ABOVE CONDENSER, PIPE ANGLE IS NEGATIVE.

ENTER NUMBER OF DISCRETE CURVED OR BENT SECTIONS> 0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

2

"G" FIELD SECTION NUMBER 1

NUMBER OF LOCATIONS WITH INPUT DATA PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION> 0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y
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ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

4

ANGLES OR VERTICAL DISTANCES BELOW THE HORIZONTAL ARE NEGATIVE.

POINT # 1

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

POINT # 2

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.2

VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZON TO PIPE AXIS m,

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-.005235

.00000000

POINT # 3

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.4

VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZON TO PIPE AXIS

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-.0139

m, -.52350000E-02

POINT # 4

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.6

LOCAL ANGLE OF THE PIPE, DEG .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-4

VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZON TO PIPE AXIS

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-.026581

m, -.13900000E-01

"G" FIELD SECTION NLH_BER 2

NUMBER OF LOCATIONS WITH INPUT DATA PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION> 0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y
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ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

5

ANGLES OR VERTICAL DISTANCES BELOW THE HORIZONTAL ARE NEGATIVE.

POINT # 1

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .60000000

LOCAL ANGLE OF THE PIPE, DEG -4.0000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-3

POINT # 2

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.8

VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZON TO PIPE AXIS, m,

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-.035946

POINT # 3

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

1

VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZON TO PIPE AXIS, m,

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-.044122

POINT # 4

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

1.2

VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZON TO PIPE AXIS, m,

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-.050018

POINT # 5

DISTANCE Z ALONG PIPE AXIS, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

1.4

-.26581000E-01

-.35946000E-01

-.44122000E-01
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VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM HORIZON TO PIPE AXIS, m,

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

-.05416

END HEIGHT OR ANGLE INPUT FOR PIPE IN "G" FIELD

TO CORRECT PIPE ORIENTATION INPUT, TYPE"Y"

-.50018000E-01

INITIAL NUMBER OF RUNGE-KUTTA STEPS CHOSEN I00

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

LIMIT ON DATA POINTS OUTPUT ALONG PIPE IS i00.

SHOULD NOT EXCEED NI/MBER OF RUNGE-KUTTA STEPS.

NUMBER OF DATA POINTS OUTPUT ALONG THE PIPE 50

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

14

NUMBER OF PIPE THERMAL SECTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED 2

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

3

ARE PIPE DIMENSIONS AND WICKING SAME IN ALL SECTIONS? TYPE "Y"

Y

OUTSIDE PIPE WALL DIAMETER, DO, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.0191

INSIDE PIPE WALL DIAMETER, DI, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.0175

WICK TYPE CODE

1 = USER INPUT DATA

2 = SCREEN WICK

3 = SCREEN WITH ARTERIES

4 : SINTERED METAL

5 = SINTERED METAL WITH ARTERIES

6 = GROOVE

CHOICE OF WICK CODE 0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

1
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WICK PERMEABILITY*AREA, AK, m**4 .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y" THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

3.931E-14

VAPOR SPACE PERIMETER, PE, m .00000000

IF CHANGE TYPE "Y" THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.04346

POROSITY OF WICK, PORE .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y" THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.6107

EFF. WICK CONDUCTIVITY, KE, W/m K .00000000

IF CHANGE TYPE "Y" THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

44

EFFECTIVE VAPOR AREA, AV, m**2 .00000000

IF CHANGE TYPE "Y" THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

1.503E-4

EFF. MIN CAPILLARY RADIUS, RCM, m .00000000

IF CHANGE TYPE "Y" THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

3.683E-5

ENTRAINMENT DIMENSION, DWBR, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y" THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

3.683E-5

UNLESS WICK IS UNIFORM,

PROVIDE WICK THICKNESS FOR BOILING

LIMIT CALCULATION CALC, TWI, m .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

CRITICAL NUCLEATION RADIUS, RN, m .00000000

DEFAULT VALUE = 1.0E-6

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

TO REVIEW OR CORRECT THE DIAMETER AND WICK INPUT,TYPE "Y"

ALL WICKING,X-SECTION DIMENSIONS SAME AS THERMAL SECTION 1
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MATERIAL CHOICE CODE

1 = STAINLESS STEEL 304

2 = TITANIUM

3 = IRON

4 = NICKEL

5 = ALUMINUM

6 = COPPER

7 = NIOBIUM-I%ZIRCONIUM

8 = TUNGSTEN

9 = INCONEL

i0 = MOLYBDENUM

ii = TANTALUM

12 = BERYLLIUM

TYPE OF PIPE MATERIAL 0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

1

TYPE OF WICK MATERIAL 0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

1

FLUID TYPE CODE 0

1 = LITHIUM

2 = POTASSIUM

3 = SODIUM

4 = WATER

5 = AMMONIA

6 = METHANOL

7 = MERCURY

8 = DOWTHERM A

9 = ACETONE

i0 = BENZENE

ii = CESIUM, NO DIMERS CONSIDERED

12 = FREON-II

13 = N-HEPTANE

14 = SILVER

15 = TOLUENE

16 = M-XYLENE

FLUID TYPE 0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

3

WETTING ANGLE, DEG

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

.00000000

WEBER CONSTANT,DEFAULT 2*PI,SEE INSTRUCTIONS 6.2831800

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

AVAILABLE CHOICES OF THERMAL CONDITIONS FOR SECTIONS

1 HEAT INPUT OR OUTPUT SPECIFIED IN SECTION

2 ENVIRONMENT OR HEATER TEMPERATURE GIVEN IN SECTION

CHOICE FOR SECTION # 1 ...... >0
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IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

2

DIMENSIONS,PROPERTIES IN SECTION ARE CONSTANT

IF CHANGE,TYPE "Y"

AXIAL LOCATION OF PIPE BEGINNING, m

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

.00000000

AXIAL LOCATION OF SECTION END, m

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.2

ENVIRONMENT OR HEATER TEMPERATURE, TENV, K

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

1680

SPECIFIC AREA PER UNIT LENGTH, SA .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.06

RADIATION FACTOR RADK .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.8

CONVECTION COEFFICIENT HC, W/m**2 K .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

.00000000

.00000000

AVAILABLE CHOICES OF THERMAL CONDITIONS FOR SECTIONS

1 HEAT INPUT OR OUTPUT SPECIFIED IN SECTION

2 ENVIRONMENT OR HEATER TEMPERATURE GIVEN IN SECTION

CHOICE FOR SECTION # 2 ...... >0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

1

HEAT IN OR OUT ALONG SECTION IS CONSTANT

IF CHANGE,TYPE "Y"

AXIAL LOCATION OF SECTION END, m

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.4

HEAT INTO OR OUT OF SECTION,WATTS

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

.00000000

.00000000
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AVAILABLE CHOICES OF THERMAL CONDITIONS FOR SECTIONS

1 HEAT INPUT OR OUTPUT SPECIFIED IN SECTION

2 ENVIRONMENT OR HEATER TEMPERATURE GIVEN IN SECTION

CHOICE FOR SECTION # 3 ...... >0

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW INTEGER VALUE

2

DIMENSIONS,PROPERTIES IN SECTION ARE CONSTANT

IF CHANGE,TYPE "Y"

AXIAL LOCATION OF SECTION END, m

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

1.4

ENVIRONMENT OR HEATER TEMPERATURE, TENV, K

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

273

SPECIFIC AREA PER UNIT LENGTH, SA .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.15

RADIATION FACTOR RADK .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

Y

ENTER NEW REAL VALUE

.8

CONVECTION COEFFICIENT HC, W/m**2 K .00000000

IF CHANGE, TYPE "Y", THEN PRESS ENTER

.00000000

.00000000

TO REVIEW OR CORRECT MATERIALS, FLUIDS, THERMAL CONDITIONS, TYPE "Y"
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APPENDIX D

EXAMPLE OF DATA OUTPUT

The printout of the solution computed for the data entered in the example of Appendix C is shown here. The

option was chosen to print the variables at 14 stations along the pipe. Otherwise, only the summary appearing at the

end of the listing and also on the screen, would have been obtained.

Some features of this solution should be noted. The capillary limit has been exceeded at the beginning of the

evaporator, as noted by the printed advisory. However, the solution was not interrupted. The vertical distance from

the gravitational horizon to the pipe centerline, HITE, shown in the output listing, differs slightly at some positions

from the values entered. This is because the spline fit subroutine conveniently provided the first derivative of HITE

to the Runge-Kutta subroutine. The result was integrated to reconstruct HITE for the printout.

The heater temperature of 1680 K, resulting in an evaporator upstream surface temperature of 958.58 K, was

chosen to cause the pipe to operate very close to the so-called sonic limit. This is verified by the maximum mean

Mach number of 0.88 occurring in the pipe at thermal equilibrium. While thermal convergence was found, the

capillary limit was exceeded in this case.

During the execution of the code and before thermal equilibrium was attained, a condition was determined

such that the pipe would have been choked at the end of the adiatbatic section. In actuality, a different condenser

length would have been required for this to represent a thermal equilibrium. However, the code saves the interim

upstream temperatures and choking mean Mach number which resulted from this attempt. These data are printed out

as "Sonic Limit During Iteration" for the benefit of the user. For the case in hand, the pipe upstream surface

temperature T4E was listed as 958:3867 K. The mean Mach number, MACHM, at the end of the adiabatic section

was computed as 1.032. Usually for this choking condition, the code will compute a value of MACHM between

0.98 and 1.0. Recall, however, that because of the velocity profile, a portion of the flow at this point will

considerably exceed MACHM equal to 1.0. This may in part account for MACHM being slightly greater than 1.0 in

some instances.

Negative absolute liquid pressures are computed for the evaporator end of the pipe. While this result

seemingly violates common sense for many people, the phenomenon is accepted as a necessity in heat pipes. Indeed,

unless it is permitted, the startup of a liquid metal pipe with frozen working fluid would not be possible. Anderson

(ref. 17) discusses experimental evidence demonstrating the existence of negative liquid pressure. And indeed,

Frenkel (ref. 18, p. 94, p. 345, p. 372) discussed this issue many years ago.

BEGIN PRINTOUT OF RESULTS

MENISCUS PRESS. DIFFERENCE

P - PLTOP, N/m**2 = 9601.3490

CAPILLARY LIMIT PC, N/m**2 = 7353.5930

CAPILLARY LIMIT EXCEEDED

BEGIN SECTION # 1

Z= .00000000

P= 7812.7800 PLBOT: -1680.6670 PLTOP=

TIZ= 929.48990 T4Z= 958.57760 TM=

VM= .00000000 MACHM= .00000000 A=

DQDZ= 19587.300 Q= .00000000 HITE=

-1788.5680

929.48990

.59740120

.00000000

Z: .i0000000

P= 7313.7670 PLBOT= -1524.6280 PLTOP:

TIZ= 924.84720 T4Z= 954.01690 TM=

VM= 134.22360 MACHM= .22000570 A=

DQDZ= 19642.590 Q= 1960.3450 HITE=

-1632.6710

921.80040

.64038840

-.26766010E-02
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Z= .20000000

P= 4871.5950 PLBOT=

TIZ= 897.29340 T4Z=

VM= 376.67570 MACHM=

DQDZ= 19883.390 Q=

-1038.6720

926.82070

.64337280

3932.8770

PLTOP=

TM=

A=

HITE=

BEGIN SECTION # 2

MENISCUS PRESS. DIFFERENCE

P - PLTOP, N/m**2 =

CAPILLARY LIMIT PC, N/m**2 =

6019.1630

7512.6960

Z= .20000000

P= 4871.5840 PLBOT=

TIZ= 897.29340 T4Z=

VM= 376.67570 MACHM=

DQDZ= .00000000 Q=

-1038.6720 PLTOP=

897.29340 TM=

.64337280 A=

3932.8770 HITE=

Z= .30000000

P= 4371.7390 PLBOT=

TIZ= 890.23000 T4Z=

VM= 414.27750 MACHM=

DQDZ= .00000000 Q=

-352.70780 PLTOP=

890.23000 TM=

.71311210 A=

3932.8770 HITE=

Z= .40000000

P= 3490.8540 PLBOT=

TIZ= 875.90630 T4Z=

VM= 500.58240 MACHM=

DQDZ= .00000000 Q=

350.80590 PLTOP=

875.90630 TM=

.88015130 A=

3932.8770 HITE=

BEGIN SECTION # 3

MENISCUS PRESS. DIFFERENCE

P - PLTOP, N/m**2 =

CAPILLARY LIMIT PC, N/m**2 =

3249.5460

7618.3830

Z= .40000000

P= 3490.8620 PLBOT=

TIZ= 875.90630 T4Z=

VM= 500.58240 MACHM=

DQDZ= -3896.7730 Q=

350.80590

869.76250

.88015130

3932.8770

PLTOP=

TM=

A=

HITE=

Z= .50000000

P= 3640.5560 PLBOT=

TIZ= 878.54410 T4Z=

VM= 445.52690 MACHM=

DQDZ= -3941.8850 Q=

1038.1430

872.32920

.76966710

3540.8200

PLTOP=

TM=

A=

HITE=

Z= .60000000

P= 3700.6900 PLBOT=

TIZ= 879.57640 T4Z=

VM= 400.23580 MACHM=

DQDZ= -3961.4090 Q=

1659.0600

873.33070

.68040580

3145.4320

PLTOP=

TM=

A=

HITE=

Z= .70000000

P= 3705.3040 PLBOT=

TIZ= 879.65430 T4Z=

VM= 359.46460 MACHM=

DQDZ= -3963.1390 Q=

2194.3310

873.40590

.60092310

2749.1390

PLTOP=

TM=

A=

HITE=

-1147.5780

873.43840

.87930330

-.52349970E-02

-1147.5780

873.43840

.87930330

-.52349970E-02

-461.79790

863.47980

.87198000

-.95980230E-02

241.31540

839.86690

.94933270

-.13899990E-01

241.31540

839.86690

-.13899990E-01

928.80030

853.62730

-.20178860E-01

1549.6820

865.70040

-.26740980E-01

2084.9200

878.08390

-.31435100E-01
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Z=

p=

TIZ=

VM=

DQDZ =

Z=

p:

TIz:

VM:

DQDZ =

Z=

p=

TIZ=

VM=

DQDZ =

Z=

P=

TIZ=

VM:

DQDZ=

Z--

p:

TIZ:

VM:

DQDZ=

Z--

p:

TIZ:

VM:

DQDZ=

Z=

p:

TIZ:

VM:

DQDZ:

TBOIL(

.80000010

3724.8700 PLBOT=

879.98890 T4Z:

307.95690 MACHM:

-3968.6360 Q=

2659.1250

873.73190

51358820

2352.6340

PLTOP=

TM=

A:

HITE:

.90000010

3767.1060 PLBOT=

880.70220 T4Z:

254.23020 MACHM=

-3981.1430 Q=

3055.9160

874.42540

42385550

1955.1860

PLTOP:

TM:

A:

HITE=

1.0000000

3827.2900 PLBOT:

881.70670 T4Z:

200.54510 MACHM:

-3998.5990 Q=

3385.6500

875.40240

33420570

1556.2760

PLTOP=

TM:

A:

HITE:

i.i000000

3902.4400 PLBOT=

882.94260 T4Z=

147.61030 MACHM=

-4021.1330 Q=

3647.5080

876.60270

24585920

1155.2220

PLTOP:

TM:

A=

HITE=

1.2000000

3954.7220 PLBOT=

883.79040 T4Z:

96.850620 MACHM=

-4036.7070 Q=

3832.3960

877.42600

16125510

752.27150

PLTOP=

TM=

A=

HITE=

1.3000000

3985.8340 PLBOT= 3938.6730 PLTOP=

884.29040 T4Z= 877.91130 TM=

47.421890 MACHM: .78939840E-01 A:

-4046.0080 Q= 348.08240 HITE=

1.4000000

3996.7320 PLBOT= 3996.7320 PLTOP=

884.47010 T4Z= 878.08050 TM=

********* MACHM= ********* A=

-4049.2610 Q= -.47906880E-01 HITE=

i) 16.657040 DELTCR 2362.6180

2549.7080

879.98890

-.36528270E-01

2946.5070

880.70220

-.40611610E-01

3276.2680

881.70670

-.44489410E-01

3538.1370

882.94260

-.48023650E-01

3723.0030

883.79040

-.50081220E-01

3829.2960

884.29040

-.50654320E-01

3887.4810

884.45940

-.54160000E-01
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SUMMARY

THERMAL CONVERGENCE FOUND. RESULT MAY NOT BE VALID, CHECK LIMITS.

HEATER TEMPERATURE, K 1680.0000

EVAPORATOR UPSTREAM SURFACE TEMP, K 958.57760

EVAPORATOR UPSTREAM VAPOR TEMP, K 929.48990

CONDENSER DOWNSTREAM SURFACE TEMP,K 878.08050

CONDENSER DOWNSTREAM VAPOR TEMP, K

TOTAL HEAT INPUT TO PIPE, WATTS

MAXIMUM MEAN MACH NUMBER IN PIPE

WET POINT IS LOCATED AT Z =

MAXIMUM MENISCUS PRESS.DIFFERENCE

P - PLTOP, n/m**2 =

CAPILLARY LIMIT PC,N/m**2

"SONIC LIMIT" DURING ITERATION WAS

884.47010

3932.8770

.88015130

1.4000000

9601.3490

7353.5930

ENCOUNTERED BEFORE THERMAL BALANCE WAS REACHED, WITH:

HEAT INPUT TO CHOKE PIPE, WATTS 3933.3570

AND THESE TEMPERATURES:

CHOKE POINT VAPOR TEMPERATURE, K 818.85210

EVAPORATOR UPSTREAM SURF. T4E, K 958.38670

MEAN MACH # AT CHOKING POINT 1.0323860

CAPILLARY LIMIT EXCEEDED.ARTERIES, OR FINER SCREEN AND PORES REQUIRED AT THIS

CONDITION

CASE FINISHED. BEGIN NEW ONE
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APPENDIX E
VAPOR FLOW ALGORITHM

The vapor flow algorithm used in the code was first derived in reference 3 and repeated in reference 1. In the
evaporator and adiabatic sections, the equations of reference 3 are employed in the present code. For the condenser,
the code has been modified as described herein.

Condenser Section

If the profiles are plotted for the vapor-liquid interface temperatures TR and the mean vapor temperature TM,
as computed by the laminar equations above, they would look somewhat like this in the condenser:

TM

7,

Because of heat rejection TM crosses TR at some point. If the solution using laminar equations (9), (14), and (15) of
reference 1 is continued in the condenser beyond this point, TM continues to rise above TR. Beyond the crossover

point, the result certainly is spurious because there is no way to unmix mathematically the vapor streams condensing
on the wall in the same fashion that the vapors were mixed in the evaporator. For this reason the assumption is
made, whether laminar or turbulent flow is assumed in the condenser, that beyond the crossover point TM and TR

are equal. This couples TM to the local vapor pressure beyond the crossover.

Turbulent condenser option--No doubt turbulence will develop in the condenser. The user is given the

option in the code of assuming condenser turbulence. Because of the possible droplet nucleation and other complica-
tions, the rate of turbulence onset is uncertain. For this reason the simplifying assumption is made in the code that

the region between the condenser entrance and the crossover point where TM equals TR, is the zone of transition.
The portion of the condenser beyond the crossover will be regarded herein as the turbulent zone.

Before proceeding, the phenomenon of inertial pressure recovery will be considered. As the vapor stream
slows in the condenser, some of the kinetic energy is recovered as pressure. An unpublished correlation by Kemme,
validated by experiment and used in reference 4, relates the pipe geometry to a factor by which the so-called inertial
pressure at the condenser entrance must be multiplied to determine the pressure recovery. The recovery factor of

Kemme is given in reference 4 as

REC = (-Re,.,.- 2.0)/[- 1.23 Re,., + (2L_ + 4L,, )/L,. ]

where the condenser radial Reynolds number is defined as

_d_ q l
Re,,,. -

d= 2 nz/h,, i

and the L's refer to the lengths of the evaporator, adiabatic section, and condenser, respectively. Also, qR is the heat

flux into the vapor per unit area, rl is dynamic viscosity, and h,i is the heat of evaporation.
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Turbulent zone--For the region in which fully developed turbulence is assumed, the momentum equation for
flat front vapor flow with friction can be modified by Kemme's inertial pressure recovery factor REC to become

= -(REC) d(P_'m)-z:---z--_'2_-v:d__p
dz dz R

where REC is Kemme's inertial pressure recovery factor and f is the friction factor. Also p is the mean pipe pressure,
Vm is the mean vapor velocity and Pm is the mean vapor density, all at axial location z. The friction factors are
defined as

f = 16/Rey (Rey < 2000) 4

f = 0.0791 Rey -2s (2000 < Rey < 20000)

f = 0.046 Rey -2° (Rey > 20000) 6

for the axial Reynolds number (Rey) ranges indicated (ref. 4.)

If the flat front momentum equation 3 above is solved for the pressure derivative using equation (7) and (8)
of reference l, and the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, the pressure derivative in the turbulent regime becomes:

dlnp

&
p_ dz dzJ p

v2 ( GRT 1
I- REC p_v-_ GRP

p h, )

where

Here, m is the axial mass flux and A, is the vapor cross section area, both at axial position z. Variables GRP and
GRT are defined in reference 1.

Transition zone--The artifice used in the present code to deal with the transition zone is as follows:
The laminar flow equations developed above are used. The laminar friction factor in equation (9) of reference 1,

(the term in q) is modified as follows: A simple fairing function is defined between the condenser beginning and the
station where the laminar flow equations show that TM equals TR:

turbf = 1 - 3TRM + 2 (TRM) 2 9

where

(TR - TM)
i0

TRM = (TR - TM) o

The subscript 0 refers to the beginning of the condenser.
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Whenthelaminarequation(9)ofreference1issolved,theviscousterminrI isreplacedby

FF = (i - turbf) FF_ + (turbf) FT ii

where FFI is the term in rl in equation (9) of reference 1 as shown above, with the turbulent fs as shown in equations

(4) to (6) above. The term in q in the centerline equation 16 of reference 1 is summarily set to zero. At the same
time, all the terms in equations (9) and (15l of reference 1, representing the inertial terms of the momentum

equation, are multiplied by the Kemme pressure recovery term REC.

When the laminar flow equations are used for the transition zone in the fashion outlined, existence and

location of a crossover point for TM and TR are accounted for. Otherwise, the unrealistic assumption of full
turbulence at the beginning of the condenser would have to be accepted.

Sequential condensers--If there are multiple condensers in series, only the last one is handled in the fashion
outlined. For the previous ones, the laminar flow equations developed above are employed, and no turbulence is
considered. In general, more than two condensers in series in a single pipe would seem unlikely.

Laminar condenser option--The user of the code is given the option of considering the entire condenser to be
laminar. In this case, equations (9), (14), and (15) are employed up to the point of crossover of TM and TR. Beyond
this point, only equations (9) and (15) are used with TM taken as the saturation pressure corresponding to the local

pressure.
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APPENDIXF
HEATPIPEWICKOPTIONS

References11and13discusstheparametersemployedinspecifyingthewickoptionsdescribedherein.

Option1requeststhattheuserprovidethefollowinginformation:
(1)Theproductofwickpermeabilityandwickcross-sectionalarea
(2)Thewickperimeterattheliquid-vaporinterface
(3)Porosityofthewick
(4)Effectivethermalconductivityoftheliquid-filledwick
(5)Axialvaporflowarea
(6)Effectivecapillaryradiusforpumping
(7)Entrainmentcriticaldimension
(8)Minimumnucleationradiusforboilingintheliquid

ThedatainputexampleinAppendixCillustratestheinformationrequiredforOption1.

Option2forscreenwickstructuresasshowninFigure5requiresthefollowinginformation:
(1) Screenwirediameter
(2)Spacebetweenscreenwires
(3)Crimpingfactor
(4)Numberofscreenwraps

Option3forscreenwickswitharteriesrequirestheinformationfromoption2andthefollowing:
(1)Arteryexteriordiameter
(2)Artery,wallthickness
(3)Numberofarteries

Option4pertainstosinteredmetalwicksforwhichthefollowingdatamustbespecified:
(t)Porosityofthewick
(2)Effectiveradiusofthewickparticles
(3)Experimentallydeterminedthermalconductivityconstantasdiscussedinreference1I. Thevaluesare

0.34formetalfeltorfiberand0.53forsinteredpowders.
(4)Thicknessofthewick

Option5,usedforsinteredwickswitharteries,requiresthefollowinginformationinadditiontothatin
Option4:

(1) Insidediameteroftheartery
(2)Numberofarteries
(3)Areaof protrusionof eachartery,intothevaporspace,reducingthevaporflowareaasshownin

figure5.

(a) Soreen wick. (b) Screen wick (c) Sintered metal. (d) Slntered metal
with srterkls, with arteries.

Figure 5.--Heat pipe wick structure options.
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APPENDIXG
HOWTHECODEWORKS

Thissectiondescribeshowthemajorsubroutinesinteractto achieveasolutionof acasewhichhasbeen
entered.ThecommandLERCHP(or lerchp)callsProgramLERCHP.EXE.Thisprogramsummonssubroutine
INPUT.Userinteractivedatainputiscontrolledbythissubroutine.Anillustrationof thedatainputisshownin
examplecasespresentedinAppendixC.Anabbreviatedflowdiagraminfigure3summarizesthediscussionwhich
follows.

Whendatainputiscompleted,LERCHPthencallsubroutineRUNCASwhichcontrolstherunningofthecase
whichhasbeenentered.RUNCAScallssubroutineGUESS.InGUESS,theheatpipeisenvisionedasanisothermal
barwithinfiniteaxialconductivity.GUESSconsultsa tabulationcontainingatemperatureat theapproximate
midpointoftheusablerangeof eachworkingfluidto determineastartingtemperature.GUESScallssubroutine
SUMPIPtodeterminetheheatinputtotheevaporator,eitherspecifiedorcomputed,fromtheboundaryconditions
forradiationand/orconductionfromheaters.Theheatrejectionissimilarlycomputedfromthespecifiedboundary
conditionsbetweenthecondensersandtheenvironment.GUESSiteratesuntiltheupstreamevaporatorsurface
temperaturewhichmatchesheatinputandoutputis found.If theevaporatorupstreamsurfacetemperatureT4Eso
determinedis lessthanhalfthatprovidedbyGUESSattheoutset,a warningthattheworkingfluidor pipe
dimensionsappearinappropriateisgiven.If T4Eismorethan80%ofthecriticaltemperatureoftheworkingfluid,
aslistedinsubroutineCRITIC,thesamewarningisgiven.Noradialwalltemperaturedropsareconsideredyet.

RUNCASthencallssubroutineSTART,whichinitializespipewall,wick,andliquidtemperaturesatthe
upstreamendof theevaporatorto T4Eforthefirstiterationthroughoutthepipe.Theradialtemperaturedrop
betweenthepipesurfaceandthevapor-liquidinterfaceis foundbyacallfromSTARTtosubroutineTHMRS2,
whichcomputesthethermalresistancesthroughthepipewallandwicktotheinterface.

Theestimateof evaporatorupstreamsurfacetemperatureT4E,thusdetermined,is againcheckedby
subroutineCRITICtoseethatit doesnotexceed80%oftheworkingfluidcriticaltemperatureinwhichcasesome
inputconditionmustbechanged.RUNCASthensuccessivelycallssubroutineSUMEPtoiteratetoafinalcompu-
tationofpressuresandtemperaturesthroughthepipe.Atthefirstiteration,thehighestvaporMachnumberatany
pointinthepipeisestimated.If thisis lessthan0.01,theincompressiblevapordropalgorithmDLPINCisused.
Otherwise,thecompressiblealgorithmDLPTADisemployed.ThepointoftransitionfromDLPTADtoDLPINCis
smooth.

Ateachiteration,SUMEPcallsaRunge-KuttasubroutineRUNGE(ref.9ttointegratethevaporpressureand
temperaturesthroughthepipeusingeitherDLPTADorDLPINC.Duringthisintegration,subroutineCALSPLis
calledtoprovidelocalboundaryconditionsinterpolatedbysplinefits,andsubroutineTHRMS2iscalledtoprovide
thelocaltemperaturesandheattransferthroughthepipewallandwicktosourcesandsinks.Thermodynamicand
physicalpropertiesarerecomputedwithinTHMRS2.Duringthecomputations,possibleentrainment,capillary
failure,andboilingisflagged,butcomputationproceeds.

Duringthestepwiseintegrationthroughthepipe,aconditionof chokemaybeidentifiedbySUMEPin the
evaporator(oradiabaticsection,if present).Thisconditionischaracterizedduringthecomputationbydetectionof
oneoftwoconditions:(1)thederivativeofpressurewithaxialdistanceapproachingnegativeinfinity,dP/dZ_ --oo,
or (2)thevaporpressuregradientdP/dZchangingsign.Wheneitherof thesesituationsis detected,controlis
returnedtoRUNCASforanotherestimateofT4E.Inthecaseofchokewithintheevaporator,theheatremainingto
betransferredtothefluidbeyondthechokepointiscomputed.AderivativeoftheBusseorLevysoniclimitequa-
tionswhereinQ- (Pp)_/-',withQthetransportedheatandPandptheupstreamvaporpressureanddensity,provides
afirstestimateofa newevaporatorupstreamsurfacetemperatureT4E.Thismovesthechokepointonthenext
iterationtowardtheevaporatorend.SuccessiveincreasesinT4Earethenmadeuntilthechokepointisattheevapo-
ratorendwhereonedimensionalflowtheorypermitsit tooccur.Inthecaseof theadiabaticsection,SUMEPis
similarlycalledrepeatedlyto integratethroughthepipeuntilthechokepointisatthesectiondownstreamend.
SUMEPthencontinuesintegratingtotheendofthepipeoruntilalltheavailableaxialheatfluxisexhausted,either
caseresultinginanormalreturntoRUNCAS.
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AfterthenormalreturntoRUNCAS,thedeficitorexcessofheatbeingtransportedaxiallyatthecondenser
endofthepipeisnoted.Fromthiserroracorrectionin theevaporatorupstreamsurfacetemperatureT4Eisthen
computedbyNewton-Raphsonorbythesecantmethod(ref.19).SUMEPiscalledagainandtheprocedurerepeated
untiltheaxialheatfluxatthedownstreampipeendislessthan0.01%oftheinputheat.

Insomecases,thevaporpressurecomputationin thelastcondensersectionencountersadeficitofaxialheat
fluxbeforethepipeendisreached.Accordingly,temperatureT4Eisdroppedanappropriateamount.Thislowers
thecondensersurfacetemperature,andconsequently,theheatrejected.If thischangeinconditionwouldresultin
chokebeingencounteredbeforeconvergingtothermalbalanceasdescribedabove,theviscouslimitisdeemedto
havebeenencountered.Thecaseisexitedwithaprintedstatementtothiseffect.

Inanothersituation,chokemaybeindicatedwithintheevaporatororadiabaticsection,requiringanincreasein
temperatureasdescribedabove.But this results in more heat being rejected from the pipe than has been specified as
having been put in. This situation is also indicative of a viscous limit situation. An appropriate message is printed,
and the case is exited.

One must note that heat pipes can operate within a viscous limit regime with the end cold. This situation is not
representative of normal, desirable function for a heat pipe and can lead to freezing of working fluid in some
situations. However, such a condition can exist as a transient during start up of a heat pipe.

On the other hand, if the input data of heat input, pipe dimensions, etc., are just right, the choke point may be
found almost exactly at the end of an evaporator or adiabatic section while the thermal boundary conditions are met.
In this case the pipe whose geometry is described by the input is truly at the "sonic limit", and a message to this
effect will be printed. This is the only instance in the Lewis code in which the "sonic limit" will be so identified.

During the iterations to achieve thermal balance, SUMEP is also computing and storing the rise in liquid
pressure along the pipe required to pump the liquid. Initially, the pressure at the evaporator upstream end is recorded

as zero. In "G" field situations, the hydrostatic heads are also being incorporated. After convergence of the thermal
iterations, the accumulated arrays of vapor and liquid pressures versus distance along the pipe are searched. The
location of minimum difference between liquid and vapor is recorded as the wet point. Since in reality the liquid and
vapor pressures must be nearly equal at this point, the entire record of liquid pressure versus distance is adjusted by
this difference so that the pressure difference is zero at the wet point. Then the vapor-liquid pressure differences
along the pipe, particularly at the upstream end, are compared to the capillary pumping capability of the wick. If the
capillary limit is exceeded, a message is written to the effect "capillary limit exceeded" at the point it occurs when
the output data are printed.

If the case being run results in a satisfactory solution being attained, the user is asked whether a printout of
conditions along the length of the pipe is desired or not. If not, only a summary is printed.

In the execution of the code as described, axial heat conduction along the pipe wall is considered negligible as
compared to the heat convected in the vapor stream. This could lead to error in some pipe configurations (very thick
pipe wall, small vapor passage, small heat of evaporation of the working fluid, and these factors in combination).

The neglect of axial heat conduction will result in step changes in surface wall temperature when passing from one
section into another. To encumber the code with a cosmetic smoothed temperature change at such points would
involve adding some sort of a finite difference computation of axial wall temperature. This has not yet been done.
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Figure 3.--Flow chart for NASA Lewis heat pipe code.
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APPENDIXH
HEATPIPELIMITSANDA LIMITENVELOPE

Development of a Limit Envelope--A limit envelope was generated for a series of heat pipes having

dimensions and characteristics chosen specifically to facilitate the construction of the envelope. Some of these may

not be encountered in normal practice depending on the fluid and geometry of the particular pipe being considered.

The pipes had specifications as follows:

Sodium working fluid

Stainless steel tube

Stainless steel screen

Outer diameter DO, 0.0191 m

Inside diameter DI, .0175 m

Evaporator length 0.2 m

Adiabatic length 0.2 m

Screen wire wick 400 mesh in 2 layers on wall

wire diameter 2.54x10 5 m

wire spacing 3.81x10 -5 m

Single artery of rolled screen

outside artery diameter 1.6× 10 -3 m

artery wall thickness 1.27×10 -_ m

Dimension for nucleate boiling RN, 1.2x10 -5 m

The radiating condenser was finned with condenser parameters as follows:

Specific area SA, 0.15 m2/m

Radiation parameter RADK, 0.8

Straight pipe tilted 3", evaporator above condenser

The envelopes (figures la and lb), shown previously, were generated as follows. For sodium, condenser

lengths from 0.6 to 1.65 meters were considered. The shortest, 0.6 m was a convenient starting point. A low

evaporator heat input was tried, resulting in a message that since this was below the sonic limit, more heat was

required. Accordingly, heat was increased in steps until the lowest heat input was found for which thermal balance

was obtained between heat input and rejection enabling temperature data for the pipe to be output. In successive

computations, power was incremented until an upper limit was reached, which for the 0.6 m condenser was the

boiling limit. This procedure was repeated for successively longer condenser sections. In this case, the lowest limit

was the viscous limit, in which vapor flow and heat transport ceased before the condenser end. Similarly, the upper

bound became the capillary limit as condenser length increased. Figures la and lb show the approximate ranges of

the various limits. On the limit envelope plot are also shown the operating lines for some of the pipes when

condenser length was fixed and the input heat was varied between the limit boundaries.

The limit envelope for lithium in a tungsten pipe of the same physical dimensions as for sodium as shown in

figure lb resembles that for sodium, figure la, but the temperature range is much greater. Also, the lowest attainable

limit in this example was the viscous limit.

The sonic limits shown for sodium are close to those computed by the Busse equation (ref. 6) for the same

operating conditions. The next subsection discusses this in more detail.
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Busse Sonic and Viscous Limit Study--Equations derived by Busse (refs. 2 and 6) for the sonic and viscous

limit are frequently displayed as part of the output data for heat pipe codes (ref. 4). Inasmuch as these equations may

give different results from those available from LERCHP, an example has been specifically computed by LERCHP

for comparison with Busse's equations. For the example a pipe having the dimensions listed above was studied.

However, no adiabatic section was assumed as in the Busse derivation. With the following geometry

Evaporator length Le 0.2 m

Condenser length Lc 1.23 m

Effective length Lef t 0.715 m

Vapor flow area A, 2.33x10-'* m 2

Wetted perimeter Pe 0.0594 m

these operating conditions were obtained:

Heat input Q 4480 W

Evaporator upstream vapor temperature 902.56 K

The physical parameters for the Busse equations are

Vapor density p, 0.0176 kg/m 3

Vapor pressure p 5275 N/m e

Evaporation heat h,t 4.005x106 W/kg

Vapor viscosity It, 1.97×10 5 Ns/m 2

The Busse equation for the sonic limit is

Q/A,. = 0.474hvl(ppv) 1/2

The Busse equation gives a sonic limit heat transport of 4293 W at the stated conditions as compared to the value of

4480 W from the code, a difference of only 4.3%.
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